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Chapter 1 : Chinese pottery of the Han, Tang and Sung dynasties, (Book, ) [calendrierdelascience.com]
Song (Sung) Dynasty: Northern Song () and Southern Song () An era of significant economic and social changes: the
monetization of the economy; growth in commerce and maritime trade; urban expansion and technological innovations.

WhatsApp Tang Dynasty ruled China for a little less than three centuries during which China saw a period of
progress and growth both militarily and culturally. Many great poets belong to the Tang era and several
important inventions were made in medicine and technology. Here are 10 major achievements and
accomplishments of one of the greatest dynasties to serve China. It covered most of the territory of
present-day China, Vietnam and much of Central Asia as far as eastern Kazakhstan. It was a cosmopolitan
urban center with considerable foreign populations from other parts of Asia and beyond. It was divided into
articles specifying different crimes and penalties ranging from ten blows with a light stick, one hundred blows
with a heavy rod, exile, penal servitude, or execution. The Tang Code is considered as one of the greatest
achievements of traditional Chinese law and it became the basis for later dynastic codes not only in China but
elsewhere in East Asia. Although it started as early as the Han Dynasty, it became a major path to office only
during the Tang era and remained so until its abolition in It was during Tang that the process became a
comprehensive system with students being tested on Confucian classics, knowledge of governance and
politics, ability to compose original poetry and to a lesser extent calligraphy, mathematics and law. Such was
the importance of poetry that skills in composing poems were required to pass the imperial examinations.
Apart from poetry, short stories and tales were popular. Another important work is Miscellaneous Morsels
from Youyang by Duan Chengshi which contains varied content including foreign legends and hearsay,
reports on natural phenomena, short anecdotes and notes on such topics as medicinal herbs and tattoos.
Woodblock printing which became prevalent during the Tang period would remain the dominant printing type
in China till the printing press from Europe overtook several centuries later. The new age of printing during
Tang also led to the invention of playing cards. Medicine authors during Tang included Zhen Chuan, who first
identified in writing that patients with diabetes had an excess of sugar in their urine; and Sun Simiao, who was
the first to recognize that diabetic patients should avoid consuming alcohol and starchy foods. Also thyroid
glands of sheep and pigs were successfully used to treat goiters, a technique not used in the west until It was
used to create a device for astronomical observation which also had a mechanically timed bell that was struck
automatically every hour, and a drum that was struck automatically every quarter hour. Tang people collected
natural gas into portable bamboo tubes which could be carried around for dozens of km and still produce a
flame. These were essentially the first gas cylinders. The vitrified, translucent ceramic known as porcelain was
invented during the Tang reign, although many types of glazed ceramics preceded it. Porcelain was exported
to the Islamic world, where it was highly prized. Red ceramic glazed porcelain horse from the Tang dynasty
10 Painting matured and the first Opera troupe was formed Chinese painting developed dramatically, both in
subject matter and technique. Emperor Xuanzong of Tang founded the Pear Garden which was the first known
royal acting and musical academy in China. The performers formed the first known opera troupe in China
mostly performing for the emperor.
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Chapter 2 : Tang dynasty - Wikipedia
The Sui ( CE) and subsequent Tang ( CE) dynasties reunify China, three-hundred years after the fall of the Han dynasty
(in ). The Tang, along with the Song dynasty ( CE) that follows, is often referred to as China's "Golden Age" and it is
interesting to contrast developments in China with developments in Europe at the same time.

Emperor Taizu of Song r. The establishment of this capital marked the start of the Northern Song period. He
ensured administrative stability by promoting the civil service examination system of drafting state
bureaucrats by skill and merit instead of aristocratic or military position and promoted projects that ensured
efficiency in communication throughout the empire. In one such project, cartographers created detailed maps
of each province and city that were then collected in a large atlas. From its inception under Taizu, the Song
dynasty alternated between warfare and diplomacy with the ethnic Khitans of the Liao dynasty in the northeast
and with the Tanguts of the Western Xia in the northwest. The Song were forced to provide tribute to the
Khitans, although this did little damage to the Song economy since the Khitans were economically dependent
upon importing massive amounts of goods from the Song. The idealist Chancellor , Fan Zhongyan â€” , was
the first to receive a heated political backlash when he attempted to institute the Qingli Reforms , which
included measures such as improving the recruitment system of officials, increasing the salaries for minor
officials, and establishing sponsorship programs to allow a wider range of people to be well educated and
eligible for state service. With the backing of Emperor Shenzong â€” , Wang Anshi severely criticized the
educational system and state bureaucracy. Seeking to resolve what he saw as state corruption and negligence,
Wang implemented a series of reforms called the New Policies. These involved land value tax reform, the
establishment of several government monopolies , the support of local militias , and the creation of higher
standards for the Imperial examination to make it more practical for men skilled in statecraft to pass. The
Jurchen , a subject tribe of the Liao, rebelled against them and formed their own state, the Jin dynasty â€”
Because of the removal of the previous defensive forest, the Jin army marched quickly across the North China
Plain to Kaifeng. After their fall to the Jin, the Song lost control of North China. Now occupying what has
been traditionally known as "China Proper," the Jin regarded themselves the rightful rulers of China. The Jin
later chose earth as their dynastic element and yellow as their royal color. According to the theory of the Five
Elements wuxing , the earth element follows the fire, the dynastic element of the Song, in the sequence of
elemental creation. Therefore, their ideological move showed that the Jin considered Song reign in China
complete, with the Jin replacing the Song as the rightful rulers of China Proper. The western and southern
borders remain unchanged from the previous map, however the north of the Qinling Huaihe Line was under
control of the Jin dynasty. In the southwest, the Song dynasty bordered by a territory about a sixth its size,
Dali dynasty. Although weakened and pushed south beyond the Huai River , the Southern Song found new
ways to bolster its strong economy and defend itself against the Jin dynasty. It had able military officers such
as Yue Fei and Han Shizhong. During these battles the Song navy employed swift paddle wheel driven naval
vessels armed with traction trebuchet catapults aboard the decks that launched gunpowder bombs. A century
after the navy was founded it had grown in size to 52, fighting marines. A head sculpture of an arhat , 11th
Century. A seated wooden Bodhisattva statue, Jin dynasty â€” The Mongols , led by Genghis Khan r. The last
remaining ruler, the 8-year-old emperor Emperor Huaizong of Song , committed suicide, along with Prime
Minister Lu Xiufu [52] and members of the royal clan. Society and culture[ edit ] Main articles: Society of the
Song dynasty and Culture of the Song dynasty A city gate of Shaoxing , Zhejiang province, built in during the
Song Dynasty The Song dynasty [54] was an era of administrative sophistication and complex social
organization. Some of the largest cities in the world were found in China during this period Kaifeng and
Hangzhou had populations of over a million. Although women were on a lower social tier than men according
to Confucian ethics , they enjoyed many social and legal privileges and wielded considerable power at home
and in their own small businesses. Tansen Sen asserts that more Buddhist monks from India travelled to China
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during the Song than in the previous Tang dynasty â€” There were entertainment quarters in the cities
providing a constant array of amusements. There were puppeteers, acrobats, theatre actors, sword swallowers,
snake charmers, storytellers , singers and musicians, prostitutes, and places to relax, including tea houses,
restaurants, and organized banquets. Civil service examinations and the gentry[ edit ] Main article: Society of
the Song dynasty Clockwise from upper left: During this period greater emphasis was laid upon the civil
service system of recruiting officials; this was based upon degrees acquired through competitive examinations
, in an effort to select the most capable individuals for governance. Selecting men for office through proven
merit was an ancient idea in China. The civil service system became institutionalized on a small scale during
the Sui and Tang dynasties, but by the Song period it became virtually the only means for drafting officials
into the government.
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The Tang dynasty (/ t É‘Ë• Å‹ /; Chinese: å”• æœ•) or the Tang Empire was an imperial dynasty of China, preceded by
the Sui dynasty and followed by the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period.

The Han copied the highly centralized Qin administrative structure, dividing the country into a series of
administrative areas ruled by centrally appointed officials and developing a salaried bureaucracy in which
promotion was based primarily on merit. Unlike the Qin, however, the Han adopted a Confucian ideology that
emphasized moderation, virtue, and filial piety and thereby masked the authoritarian policies of the regime.
Photograph by Veronika Brazdova. Some scholars divide the Han into two sections. Instances of book burning
and repression during the year Qin period that spared only a writing system for keeping records were intended
to stamp out all forms of dissent, and they took a great toll on cultural expression. However, the brutish Qin
regime was too brief to thoroughly accomplish such a broad goal, and the vestiges of culture were revived by
the successor Han. Drawing of landscape scenes from a bronze chariot canopy fitting, from Dingxian, Hebei
province, c. Thus, the cultural milieu of the dynasty was well documented. The Yuefu, or Music Bureau, for
example, compiled detailed descriptions of the music of the day and its instruments, techniques, and songs. In
the court and the Confucian temples, music fell into two categories: In temple rituals, dance was often an
important element, and something resembling a system of dance notation recorded the movements of large
bands of musicians and companies of dancers in their performances. There also were highly informal dances
with much body movement but little footwork that were part of private entertainment. Several forms of
plucked string instruments were in use during the Han. Buddhism came to China from India during the
dynasty, and with it came richly sonorous bronze bells. A form of drama appeared in which performers acted
out the heroic deeds of celebrated warriors. Indianapolis Museum of Art, gift of J. Imperial records describe
the main palace of the Dong Han at Luoyang as being immensely proportioned, surrounded by tall towers
variously of timber, stone, and brick. The tombs had vaulted roofs and were enclosed in huge earthen mounds
that still stand centuries after their contents were looted. Interior walls of important buildings were plastered
and paintedâ€”so the ubiquitous records relateâ€”with figures, portraits, and scenes from history. Although the
names of the artists did not survive, the highest-ranking of themâ€”the daizhao, or
painters-in-attendanceâ€”were close associates of the emperor. That tradition was carried on in ensuing
dynasties until modern times. In addition to wall paintings, paintings on standing room-divider screens and on
rolls or scrolls of silk appeared in the Han. Scenes from the tomb of the Wu family in Shandong province,
China, stone rubbing, Han dynasty, ad Jayne The first major stone tomb sculpture in China was created in the
Han period, and lifelike clay figurines of people and animals also appeared. In the Xi Han, bronzework
continued the style of the late Zhou period and often was inlaid with silver and gold. Bronze vessels were
made both for sacrificial rituals and for household use, the latter including lamps, mirrors, and garment hooks
fashioned in the form of humans, animals, and mythical beasts. The weaving of silk in rich colours and
patterns of geometric designs or cloud and mountain themes became a major industry and source of export
trade. Han potters included house models and human figures among their funerary wares, and two types of
glazed ware were used domestically, often closely imitating the shape and design of bronze vessels. The high
quality of Han lacquerware can be seen in lacquered wine cups, still in perfect condition, that have been
excavated from water-sodden graves in northern China. Many exquisite examples of Han lacquerware survive.
Poetry was nurtured during the Han period, and a new genre , fu , a combination of rhyme and prose, began to
flourish. Fu were long descriptive compositions that were meant to entertain, and they became the norm of
creative writing. About 1, examples survive. The prose literature of the era included works of history,
philosophy, and politics. In sharp distinction from the Qin, who tried to suppress culture, the Han came to
require cultural accomplishment from their public servants, making mastery of classical texts a condition of
employment. Its text included works on practical matters such as mathematics and medicine, as well as
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treatises on philosophy and religion and the arts. Advancement in science and technology was also sought by
the rulers, and the Han invented paper , used water clocks and sundials, and developed a seismograph.
Calendars were published frequently during the period. The governmental, cultural, and technological
achievements of the Han were such that every ensuing dynasty sought to emulate them.
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Chinese history information about chronology and timeline of ancient China with list of Chinese dynasties period such as
Qin, Han, Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties.

Western-Han painted ceramic jar decorated with raised reliefs of dragons , phoenixes , and taotie Right image:
The Qin unified the Chinese Warring States by conquest, but their empire became unstable after the death of
the first emperor Qin Shi Huangdi. Liu Bang assumed the title "emperor" huangdi at the urging of his
followers and is known posthumously as Emperor Gaozu r. By BC, the Han court had replaced all of these
kings with royal Liu family members, since the loyalty of non-relatives to the throne was questioned. By the
end of his reign, he controlled Manchuria , Mongolia , and the Tarim Basin , subjugating over twenty states
east of Samarkand. It was draped over the coffin of Lady Dai d. Emperor Wu accepted this, despite continuing
Xiongnu raids. His rival claimant to the throne, Zhizhi Chanyu r. They repelled a joint Xiongnu- Qiang
invasion of this northwestern territory in BC. In that year, the Han court established four new frontier
commanderies in this region: Jiuquan , Zhangyi , Dunhuang , and Wuwei. All of these countries eventually
received Han embassies. He created central government monopolies administered largely by former
merchants. These monopolies included salt, iron , and liquor production, as well as bronze-coin currency. The
liquor monopoly lasted only from 98 to 81 BC, and the salt and iron monopolies were eventually abolished in
early Eastern Han. The issuing of coinage remained a central government monopoly throughout the rest of the
Han dynasty. The Modernists argued for an aggressive and expansionary foreign policy supported by revenues
from heavy government intervention in the private economy. The Reformists, however, overturned these
policies, favoring a cautious, non-expansionary approach to foreign policy, frugal budget reform, and lower
tax-rates imposed on private entrepreneurs. A Western-Han painted ceramic mounted cavalryman from the
tomb of a military general at Xianyang , Shaanxi Right image: A Western or Eastern Han bronze horse
statuette with a lead saddle Wang Zhengjun 71 BCâ€”13 AD was first empress, then empress dowager , and
finally grand empress dowager during the reigns of the Emperors Yuan r. During this time, a succession of her
male relatives held the title of regent. These reforms included outlawing slavery , nationalizing land to equally
distribute between households, and introducing new currencies, a change which debased the value of coinage.
Gradual silt buildup in the Yellow River had raised its water level and overwhelmed the flood control works.
The Yellow River split into two new branches: Eventually, an insurgent mob forced their way into the
Weiyang Palace and killed Wang Mang. However, he was overwhelmed by the Red Eyebrow rebels who
deposed, assassinated, and replaced him with the puppet monarch Liu Penzi. From the reign of Guangwu the
capital was moved eastward to Luoyang. The era from his reign until the fall of Han is known as the Eastern
Han dynasty simplified Chinese: Their rebellion was crushed by Han general Ma Yuan d. AD 49 in a
campaign from AD 42â€” This created two rival Xiongnu states: AD 75 was killed by allies of the Xiongnu in
Karasahr and Kucha , the garrison at Hami was withdrawn. AD , who consistently defeated Chinese armies.
The conflict ended with the Kushans withdrawing because of lack of supplies.
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China's Dynastys- Han, Song, Tang and communication/ writing The Han Dynasty- B.C- A.D The Han Dynasty's first
leader was Liu Bang. The Han Dynasty was one of the most successful Dynasty's ever. Major events that occurred in
this Dynasty was that Confucianism was considered orthodox and Open.

Artists paid close attention to the richly colorful society, and were especially interested in displaying the idle
and carefree life of aristocratic women. This was largely because of the female emperor, Wu Zetian. In the
book The Course of Sexes: The following opinions are all from his book. Wang defines the Tang Dynasty as
an aristocratic society and the Song Dynasty as a civil society. And after they get out of jail, they will be
forced to divorce, as qie will always be considered a lower class of human being. When the low class is
always the low class, naturally, the nobility will always be the nobility. This discriminative law also ruled that
slaves and maidservants could only marry slaves and maidservants, and their children were also destined to be
slaves. Such laws were abolished during the Song Dynasty. In the Tang Dynasty, officials were allowed to
openly indulge in dallying with courtesans and the fate of both state-owned prostitutes and prostitutes for the
army was extremely unfortunate. According to the law, in certain circumstances, army commanding officers
could kill army prostitutes and not be punished, something that would not happen in the Song Dynasty. He
wrote a lot of poems based on these nights. If he had done that during the Song Dynasty today, he would have
been punished. The courtesans played instruments, read poems and held lotus-shaped candles to guide the
carriages and horses to fetch the bride. Although people today remember the Tang Dynasty for its prosperity
and strength, and criticize the weakness of the Song Dynasty, Wang states that the latter dynasty was better in
every way, from the lands it ruled to the status of its social members. And the most basic one is gender
equality, in which the Song Dynasty was clearly superior to the Tang Dynasty," Wang writes. He goes on to
describe the respect accorded to mothers during the Song Dynasty, beginning with the royal family. According
to him, the Song Dynasty had the most empress dowagers who attended to state affairs. In most dynasties of
ancient China, the imperial harem was not allowed to interfere with state affairs. It was an accolade not even
accorded to the famous female Emperor Wu Zetian. In short, it had become a tradition during the Song
Dynasty to have empress dowagers involved in state affairs. Because of these women leaders, society
sympathized with women, understood them and recognized them as independent individuals. Historical
records also contain accounts of a domestic violence case in which a man beat his wife to death. When the
incident was brought to the attention of the empress dowager, she said angrily, "Husband and wife are one
body. What could possible make him beat his wife to death? Many officials during the Song Dynasty wrote
similar tributes grieving for their mothers. Despite the overall feudal environment, many Chinese women in
history still lived good lives and managed to shine in the society of their time. It is in part thanks to their
efforts that Chinese women today have been accorded the opportunity to achieve great accomplishments in so
many aspects today, from the arts to the business world to space exploration. It was intact with treasures such
as bronze and jade pieces. Inside the pit was evidence of a wooden chamber 5 meters long, 3. Usually in a
civilian family, a man could only have one wife and the other women they married could only be Qie, who
could never be compared to the wife in every aspect of life. The wife would be in charge around the house and
she had the right to sell Qie to others. Her children were also considered to be inferior to the children of the
wife. In ancient China, courtesans were not necessarily involved with the sex trade. Many of them provided
company to their guests and entertained them with their skills in instrument playing, dance, I-go, calligraphy,
literature, and painting. Many of his poems concern his career or observations made as a government official,
including as governor of three different provinces. For copyright issues, please contact us by emailing: The
articles published and opinions expressed on this website represent the opinions of writers and are not
necessarily shared by womenofchina.
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In , Chinese rebels sacked and burned the Tang capital and murdered the last Tang emperor, a child. Song Dynasty
Restore China Rival warlords divided China into separate kingdoms.

The Li family belonged to the northwest military aristocracy prevalent during the Sui dynasty [12] [13] and
claimed to be paternally descended from the Daoist founder, Laozi whose personal name was Li Dan or Li Er ,
[14] the Han dynasty General Li Guang , [15] [16] and Western Liang ruler Li Gao. Li Shimin had
commanded troops since the age of 18, had prowess with bow and arrow , sword and lance and was known for
his effective cavalry charges. He is conventionally known by his temple name Taizong. Although killing two
brothers and deposing his father contradicted the Confucian value of filial piety , [25] Taizong showed himself
to be a capable leader who listened to the advice of the wisest members of his council. With this victory, the
Turks accepted Taizong as their khagan , a title rendered as Tian Kehan in addition to his rule as emperor of
China under the traditional title "Son of Heaven". Many suspected he was poisoned by Empress Wu. Although
the next heir apparent kept a lower profile, in he was accused by Wu of plotting a rebellion and was banished.
He was later obliged to commit suicide. In , Emperor Gaozong died. He was succeeded by Emperor
Zhongzong , his eldest surviving son by Wu. A palace coup on February 20, , forced her to yield her position
on February The next day, her son Zhongzong was restored to power; the Tang was formally restored on
March 3. She died soon after. During the year reign of Emperor Xuanzong, the Tang dynasty reached its
height, a golden age with low economic inflation and a toned down lifestyle for the imperial court. This policy
ultimately created the conditions for a massive rebellion against Xuanzong. An Lushan was a half- Sogdian ,
half- Turk Tang commander since , had experience fighting the Khitans of Manchuria with a victory in , [49]
[50] yet most of his campaigns against the Khitans were unsuccessful. The Tang government relied on these
governors and their armies for protection and to suppress locals that would take up arms against the
government. In return, the central government would acknowledge the rights of these governors to maintain
their army, collect taxes and even to pass on their title to heirs. Also, the abandonment of the equal-field
system meant that people could buy and sell land freely. Many poor fell into debt because of this, forced to
sell their land to the wealthy, which led to the exponential growth of large estates. Then in a disastrous harvest
shook the foundations of the empire; in some areas only half of all agricultural produce was gathered, and tens
of thousands faced famine and starvation. Rebuilding and recovery[ edit ] Xumi Pagoda , built in Although
these natural calamities and rebellions stained the reputation and hampered the effectiveness of the central
government, the early 9th century is nonetheless viewed as a period of recovery for the Tang dynasty. The
commission began the practice of selling merchants the rights to buy monopoly salt , which they would then
transport and sell in local markets. Adshead writes that this salt tax represents "the first time that an indirect
tax, rather than tribute, levies on land or people, or profit from state enterprises such as mines, had been the
primary resource of a major state. The Tangshu Old Book of Tang compiled in the year recorded that in the
Tang government issued a decree that standardized irrigational square-pallet chain pumps in the country: In
the second year of the Taihe reign period [], in the second month In the ethnic Han Chinese general Zhang
Yichao â€” managed to wrestle control of the region from the Tibetan Empire during its civil war. There were
also large groups of bandits, in the size of small armies, that ravaged the countryside in the last years of the
Tang, who smuggled illicit salt, ambushed merchants and convoys , and even besieged several walled cities.
By helping to defeat Huang, he was granted a series of rapid military promotions. A year later Zhu Wen had
the deposed Emperor Ai poisoned to death. Administration and politics[ edit ] Initial reforms[ edit ] Taizong
set out to solve internal problems within the government which had constantly plagued past dynasties.
Building upon the Sui legal code , he issued a new legal code that subsequent Chinese dynasties would model
theirs upon, as well as neighboring polities in Vietnam , Korea , and Japan.
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The Tang Dynasty ( - ) initiated the organizational structure 'Dao' and 'Fu' to divide the political districts. During Zhen
Guan's Reign, the national territory was divided into ten political districts called 'Dao', which increased to 15 in the
Heyday of Kaiyuan.

Chinese Porcelain History Chinese porcelain. The invention of porcelain in China was a development that
changed the face of art throughout the world. It took years for the process to be replicated anywhere else, but
by then the ubiquity of Chinese porcelain was firmly stamped in the books of history. Learn about the history
of this artistic marvel from ancient China to the present day The Eastern Han Dynasty 25â€” Though there is
some controversy about this, it is thought that porcelain was invented about the time of the Eastern Han
Empire. It is thought that the first porcelain was made by firing the ceramic materials to the necessary
temperature. By so doing, they made a kind of light but strong ceramic that was preferable for artistic and
decorative purposes, and it has been in high demand ever since. Recent archeological finds of porcelain pieces
in Han-era sites show that porcelain was produced in the Han Empire, but not much is known about their
porcelain production. It is known that celadon wares greenish porcelain with beautiful hues were produced in
the Shangyu area in Zhejiang Province south of the Yangtze River. It is said that the Yue kilns of Shangyu
made the area one of the major and foremost centers of celadon production then. Porcelain can be made so
durable that Han Dynasty porcelain pieces that were made about 2, years ago still have the bright colors and
translucency that they must have had then. Celadon porcelain production continued in the Shangyu area south
of the Yangtze River , and in the north in Henan Province and Hebei Province a more translucent variety of
porcelain was produced. The Tang Dynasty â€” Silk Road. Then the next long-lived dynastic empire arose:
Two things spurred the production and export of porcelain in the Tang Empire. Tea drinking became popular,
and this necessitated the production of much durable and beautiful teaware. Another factor was that export to
countries to the west increased. Two major types of porcelain were recognized in the empire. The Xing
porcelain in the north in Hebei Province gained fame both in the empire and in the West during the mid-Tang
Dynasty. It is believed that Xing porcelain was produced in the counties of Lincheng, Neiqiu and Xingtai.
Their white porcelain became a standard of Tang porcelain because it was known for its white color and
hardness. The other favorite porcelain was celadon that varied in shade from jade green to bluish green. The
Yue area in Zhejiang was still known for its production of jade-like celadon porcelain. In , a traveler named
Suleiman was in the Tang Empire in The vases are made of clay. The trade was conducted along the Northern
Silk Road and by sea routes. Since the Sui and Tang dynasties Chinese porcelain divided into two types: The
Song Dynasty â€” Porcelain production in Jingdezhen, the most famous place for china in China! One of the
first Song Dynasty emperors named Zhenzong selected Jingdezhen in Jiangxi Province to be an imperial
porcelain production center in the year It remained the main imperial production center for about years until
the end of the Qing era. What made this town so famous was in part the quality and quality of extensive kaolin
deposits found near the town. There was a hill where kaolin was extracted. The hill was tall, and that is how
kaolin clay got its name. Jingdezhen was at first famous for white porcelain, but by the addition of cobalt, a
blue colored porcelain was also produced. It is thought that cobalt for blue colors was introduced from the
Middle East, and blue and white porcelain was highly prized there. The Moslem world was the biggest
Western market, and the porcelain reached there by sea routes since the Silk Road was closed off. Meanwhile,
the Yue celadon the green porcelain of Zhejiang continued to be a favorite also. They reopened Silk Road
trade. The blue and white porcelain of Jingdezhen was further refined and continued to be a favorite porcelain
in the empire, and it was exported as well. Jingdezhen was the imperial pottery center. Ming Dynasty â€”
Exquisite porcelain made in Jingdezhen In the Ming Empire, Jingdezhen continued to be a production center
for blue and white porcelain. But during this era, there was a technical innovation in that manganese was
added to prevent cobalt from bleeding during furnace heating and so distorting the fine artwork. For this
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reason, the Jingdezhen Ming Dynasty blue and white porcelain is considered to be the pinnacle of beauty and
exquisite artwork on this type of porcelain. The Ming Dynasty rulers prefered Dehua porcelain of Fujian
Province for ritualistic and religious uses. A dynastic law specified that idols and ritualistic objects used in
shrines and temples should be made of white porcelain. The Ming people preferred the the distinctive warm
ivory-white porcelain that the Dehua area produced. The ivory color is produced because the clay there
contains a trace of iron. About the year , some Dutch people captured Portuguese cargo ships bearing
thousands of pieces of Ming porcelain. These were auctioned, and this ignited a porcelain mania in Europe.
Pieces of porcelain were sold at such high prices that porcelain was known as "white gold. The Manchu
conquest of the Ming Dynasty and continuing wars along the coast temporarily disrupted porcelain production
and export. His court administration carefully supervised the imperial porcelain factory at Jingdezhen. During
his reign, personalized or specially ordered porcelain art became popular in America and Europe. Rulers, rich
people, and merchants sent portraits, designs, coats of arms, statues, and articles to the Qing merchants that
they wanted reproduced. The finished articles were prized. Porcelain In The Western World Chinese porcelain
was highly prized in the West and in the Islamic World even after Europeans found out how to replicate it
themselves in the s. The artwork was exotic, the colors were bright and beautiful, the artistic pieces were
durable and useful, and the pieces were comparatively inexpensive. After the middle s, the Europeans had
learned to make good quality porcelain, but the porcelain of Jingdezhen was still appreciated for its high
quality and relatively lower cost until the end of the Qing Dynasty and for a few years afterwards. In , a Jesuit
who visited Jingdezhen sent a letter that explained how to make it. This letter was widely read and aided
porcelain production in Europe. However, Jingdezhen was a huge porcelain production center, and the price of
labor was lower there than in Europe. Porcelain in East Asia Japanese porcelain. Eventually, the technology of
porcelain production spread to other areas of East Asia. It is thought that Koreans first started to make
porcelain ceramics during the time of the Song Dynasty â€” Porcelain production in Japan started later than
that in China and Korea. It was not until the 17th century that Japanese made porcelain. Japanese artists
developed their own style of porcelain emphasizing aesthetic qualities of a natural "organic earthy" feeling,
simplicity, and austerity.
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Chapter 8 : 10 Major Achievements of Tang Dynasty of China | Learnodo Newtonic
The Han and Tang dynasties were both "golden ages" of Chinese civilization, both regional "superpowers" militarily and
economically, and both were extremely influential culturally. However, between the end of the Han dynasty and the
beginning of the Tang dynasty lies almost years of "lost history" ( AD to AD).

For example, the Grand Canal was built during the Sui, and linked the agriculturally-rich regions of the south
with the north. A law code was also written, and this served as the basis of the Tang Code, which in turn was
influential throughout East Asia. The Sui also restructured and centralized the government bureaucracy. Tang
cultural influence spread far beyond the region under its political control, especially to Korea and Japan. There
were different quarters for foreigners, including Koreans and merchants from Central Asia, India, and the
Middle East. Central Asia fashions, games and habits were embraced. Within China, new schools of Buddhist
thought emerged, shaping a uniquely Chinese interpretation of the religion. The Tang dynasty is perhaps most
famous for its poets: An Lushan was a non-Han general given a military garrison on the northern frontier. He
was a favorite of the court, and allowed to amass an army. Europe, after the fall of Rome in , entered a
millennium c. Under the Tang, China becomes the preeminent civilization in East Asia and the world with
links east to Korea and Japan and west, along the Silk Route. Poetry, calligraphy, landscape painting,
philosophy, political thought, historical writing, scientific advances in astronomy, chemistry, and medicine,
and the production of fine silks, porcelain, and teas all flourish, particularly in the period from the 7th to the
12th centuries. The Tang capital of Changan today, Xian was one of the most cosmopolitan cities of the time.
As an eastern terminus of the Silk Route, traders and goods from East, West, and South Asia as well as a
variety of religions coexisted in the capital. Religious groups and temples representing Daoism, Buddhism,
Islam, Manichaeism, a Persian sect from the 3rd century CE expounding philosophical dualism , Nestorian
Christianity a sect that separated from Byzantine Christianity in and was centered in Persia , and
Zoroastrianism a Persian religion from the 6th century, named after its founder the prophet Zoroaster could all
be found. An Arab market and mosque, dating from this period when the Chinese capital hosted traders from
across Eurasia, remain active in Xian at the beginning of the 21st century. Buddhism played a dominant role in
Tang dynasty China, its influence evident in poetry and art of the period. A universalistic religious philosophy
that originated in India the historical Buddha was born in c. Buddhist teachings spoke to the concerns of
salvation and the release from suffering and flourished during the period of political disunity in China after the
fall of the Han dynasty. Various schools of Buddhism spread after the reunification of China under the Sui ,
and Buddhist influence reached its height during the three-hundred years of Tang rule The monk Xuanzang
Hsuan Tsang , whose travels to India to bring back Buddhist sutras, or discourses, became the basis for the
popular 16th century novel, Monkey or Journey to the West, followed the Silk Route during this period
Compromise between the Confucian emphasis on family and filial responsibilities and the demands of
Buddhist monastic life was maintained to varying degrees until , when the Tang emperors moved to limit the
wealth and economic power of landed Buddhist monasteries. Poetry Poetry is the primary literary form in
China from earliest times not epic or drama as in the West. During the Tang dynasty, poetic form reaches new
heights and everyone who is literate in the society writes poetry; it is an essential element of social
communication. East Asian Cultural Sphere under the Tang The influence of Chinese civilization spreads
throughout East Asia as neighboring countries study and borrow from Chinese civilization. Korea, Japan, and
what is today Vietnam share in Chinese culture and the four countries are united by Confucian thought and
social and political values; Buddhism in forms developed and refined in China after its origination in India ;
literary Chinese and its writing system which becomes the language of government and that used by the elites
of these societies to communicate among themselves. How does it demonstrate their civilization? We will look
at this site in small groups and prepare presentations summarizing the major ideas and developments. This
page poses the question: Does the modern era begin with the Song dynasty? What does this question presume
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us to know? What would we need to know about the Song dynasty to answer? If the answer were "yes", how
would that alter or shape our view of world history? Finally, as a side consideration, in what ways does this
material about China shape our view of Sinification, and the role of China in the entire region?
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Chapter 9 : The Chinese Tang Dynasty Inventions, Technology & Science
The Song Dynasty â€” Medieval China Dragon pavilion. The Song Dynasty () was a period of technological advances
and prosperity, preceded by the fractured Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms Period () and succeeded by the Mongol-led
Yuan Dynasty ().
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